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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

Cloud Computing is always giving facility for user to access cloud services  over internet 

when data is needed. This paper discusses about implementing a private cloud using 

open nebula, platform for private cloud. This private cloud is capable of providing 

facilities to institute for private use for infrastructure(IaaS) and platform as a 

service(PaaS).Infrastructure includes memory storage, servers, virtualization, compute 

and network services and platform as a service(PaaS) includes operating system, 

middle-ware and runtime environment. For the private cloud implementation in small 

institutes which refers to use the data at private security open nebula open source 

architecture is done.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

OpenNebula is the open source tool that is used for 

the cloud computing based for the creation of the private 

cloud. Its open, architecture, interfaces and components 

provide the flexibility and extensibility. These features also 

facilitate its integration with any product and service in the 

cloud and virtualization ecosystem, and management tool in 

the data centre. OpenNebula provides an abstraction layer 

independent from underlying services for security, 

virtualization, networking and storage, avoiding vendor 

lock-in and enabling interoperability. This open and flexible 

approach for cloud management ensures widest possible 

market and user acceptability, and simplifies adaptation to 

different environments. OpenNebula is a cloud computing 

platform for managing heterogeneous distributed data center 

infrastructures. The OpenNebula platform manages a virtual 

infrastructure to build private, public and hybrid 

implementations of infrastructure as a service. Most 

advanced and innovative enterprise for management of 

virtualized centers to build private and hybrid clouds. 

OpenNebula is not a feature or performance limited edition 

of an Enterprise version, OpenNebula is truly open-source 

code, not open core, distributed under Apache license. 

OpenNebula is not a feature or performance limited 

edition of an Enterprise version, OpenNebula is truly open-

source code, not open core, distributed under Apache 

license. 

II. LITRATURE SURVEY 

  Vinay Khedekar[6] introduces the cloud 

computing technology for making the private cloud for 

college and its basic concepts for installation. The 

popularity of the private cloud for college like virtual lab as 

well as deployment of private cloud is explained. The paper 

describes the open nebula open source software’s to deploy 

private clouds. A setup for open nebula open source 

software is including the basic installation steps to configure 

the cloud with the help of open nebula. Cloud 

implementation, programming language, database 

compatibility, OS compatibility of open nebula is given 

further. 

Girish L S[1] propose a process framework for 

supporting of  the cloud computing and it is proposed that 

PaaS clouds would have long term commitments because of 

unavailability of alternative solutions. To meet the quality of 

private cloud for virtual lab effectively as well as efficiently 

open nebula is used to implement the cloud platform of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrastructure_as_a_service
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open nebula. 

III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Architecture of open nebula: 

During the 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2012 from the 

OpenNebula open source cloud management platform 

community with regards to the type of cloud deployment 

and its main architectural components. The aim is to acquire 

information in order to improve the support for the most 

demanded infrastructure platforms and deployments. 

OpenNebula has been downloaded more than 80,000 times 

from the project site. However, the number of downloads is 

much higher because the code can be also downloaded from 

the software repository and from the official repository of 

the main Linux distributions. Moreover, several commercial 

and open-source distributions use OpenNebula as an 

embedded cloud management platform. 

Architectural Overview: 

OpenNebula assumes that your physical 

infrastructure adopts a classical cluster-like architecture 

with a front-end, and a set of hosts where Virtual Machines 

(VM) will be executed. There is at least one physical 

network joining all the hosts with the front-end. 

 

Fig 1: Architectural Overview 

The basic components of an OpenNebula system are: 

 Front-end that executes the OpenNebula services. 

 Hypervisor-enabled hosts that provide the 

resources needed by the VMs. 

 Datastores that hold the base images of the VMs. 

 Physical networks used to support basic services 

such as interconnection of the storage servers and 

OpenNebula control operations, and VLANs for 

the VMs. 

OpenNebula presents a highly modular architecture that 

offers broad support for commodity and enterprise-grade 

hypervisor, monitoring, storage, networking and user 

management services. This guide briefly describes the 

different choices that you can make for the management of 

the different subsystems. If your specific services are not 

supported we recommend to check the drivers available in 

the Add-on Catalog. We also provide information and 

support about how to develop new drivers. 

Virtualization Hosts: The hosts are the physical machines 

that will run the VMs. There are several certified platforms 

to act as nodes for each version of OpenNebula. The 

Virtualization Subsystem is the component in charge of 

talking with the hypervisor installed in the hosts and taking 

the actions needed for each step in the VM lifecycle. 

OpenNebula natively supports three hypervisors: 

 Xen 

 KVM 

 VMware 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A OpenNebula is one of the easiest cloud platform that 

the systems to install and configure the private cloud to an 

small enterprise to make the installation of the private cloud 

to the extension. Figure 1 shows the layout of the 

OpenNebula deployment 

 

Fig 2: The OpenNebula deployment 

 

An OpenNebula deployment is modeled after the 

classic cluster architecture of the cloud deployment of the 

server . A single gateway , sometimes also called the master 

node of the cloud can be performed with the help of the 

open nebula front end , queues jobs scheduling, and submits 

jobs to the machines in cluster to perform next action. The 

other machines (other than server node) in the cluster, 

known as "worker nodes" , provide the computing 

environment to the cluster node, jobs submitted to the  

 

cluster. The worker nodes in an OpenNebula cluster are 

machines that deploy a virtualization hypervisor, such as 

VMware. The master node is also known as the front end 

machine and it runs on the several  

http://docs.opennebula.org/4.10/administration/virtualization/xeng.html#xeng
http://docs.opennebula.org/4.10/administration/virtualization/kvmg.html#kvmg
http://docs.opennebula.org/4.10/administration/virtualization/evmwareg.html#evmwareg
http://www.admin-magazine.com/CloudAge/Articles/Setting-up-an-OpenNebula-Cloud#article_f1
http://www.admin-magazine.com/var/ezflow_site/storage/images/cloudage/articles/setting-up-an-opennebula-cloud/figure-1/39747-1-eng-US/Figure-1_reference.png
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OpenNebula services like VMware. If you migrate from 

a private cloud to a hybrid cloud, the front end will enable 

you to send virtual machines to Amazon EC2.  

Installation 

Installation of open nebula server: 

Step 1: 

One machine will serve as the front end, called 

cloud server (nebula cloud server). Two machines will be 

acting as a worker nodes deploying KVM. The worker 

nodes are open-nebula 1 and open nebula 2.  

To install the front end, you need to install a single package: 

sudo apt-get install opennebula 

This package installs the daemon oned that 

manages all the type of  OpenNebula services. The 

installation also creates a new user "oneadmin," which 

OpenNebula retains for its own use. The installation of this 

package also produces a new pair of SSH RSA keys. 

OpenNebula uses SSH to communicate with other machines 

in a cluster of the open nebula, so a public key is used to 

identify the front end to recognise the user to authenticate to 

give the facility to make a cluster. 

Step 2: 

After the opennebula package has been installed, 

the next step is to the nodes of the open nebula, add worker 

nodes is the further work. Before you add worker nodes, 

you need to install the worker node OpenNebula package on 

the worker node machines.  

At both worker nodes, need to install the opennebula 

(cluster) node package : 

sudo apt-get install opennebula-node 

This package installs the necessary worker node packages 

and creates the oneadmin user. 

Step 3: 

Worker Nodes 

One host command need to be installed. The syntax 

of the command is: onehost [options] command 

[parameters] 

The hostname argument is the hostname or the IP 

of the machine, the next three parameters relate to the 

hypervisor and the transfer manager service. OpenNebula 

uses different drivers to access different hypervisors like 

Vmware, XEN. If anyone wants to add the the cluster to the 

open nebula server like want ot add a host deploying KVM: 

onehost add open-nebula-wn im_kvm vmm_kvm 

tm_ssh 

The final arguments relate to the way virtual 

machines will be transferred to the node. If anyone were 

using NFS, you would specify tm_nfs instead of tm_ssh. 

sudo -u oneadmin ssh opennebula1 and verify the host's 

authenticity. On opennebula1, run: 

sudo apt-get install opennebula-node 

sudo tee /var/lib/one/.ssh/authorized_keys << EOT 

onehost add open nebula 2 

sudo -u oneadmin ssh opennebula1 

and verify the host's authenticity. On opennebula2, run 

sudo apt-get install opennebula-node 

sudo tee /var/lib/one/.ssh/authorized_keys << EOT 

The onehost create command will prompt for the 

front end's key to the authorized key file, which 

OpenNebula uses internally. So, you have to go back to the 

worker nodes and add the SSH key to the worker nodes. If 

everything goes well, your can check the status of the nodes 

with the one host command. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 In this way we have seen the methods for 

configuring private cloud using the open nebula, which is 

freely available for the private cloud. With the help of open 

nebula, open source platform one can easily  form the 

hybrid cloud and private cloud.   
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